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SCOLE AND CONTENT NOTE

William Bragg Ewald was born in Chicago, IL, on December 8, 1925. His father was active in the Missouri Republican Party. Ewald received a B.A. from Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri in 1946, and earned an M.A. and later a Ph.D. in English from Harvard University in 1947 and 1951, respectively. He taught at Harvard and wrote several books on literary topics before joining the Eisenhower administration staff in September, 1954, as a Special Assistant. During his time in the White House, Ewald researched and wrote presidential speeches and messages under Bryce Harlow. His 1977 oral history (in the Eisenhower Presidential Library) provides extensive information on the White House period.

Ewald left the White House in the fall of 1956 to become Assistant to the Secretary of the Interior, a position which he held until 1961, though in 1959 he took a year off to go abroad on an Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship. Ewald was one of a number of administration staffers who worked on the Nixon campaign in 1960. In 1961, he joined IBM where he remained until 1988. Shortly after going to work for IBM, he was asked to assist in preparing Dwight D. Eisenhower’s memoirs. For the next four years, Ewald and John S. D. Eisenhower collaborated with Dwight D. Eisenhower on the writing of his two-volume memoir of the presidency, \textit{The White House Years (Mandate for Change and Waging Peace)}, which was to be published by Doubleday. The team experimented with various methods of working, but eventually settled on a system in which Ewald and John S.D. Eisenhower researched original documents and wrote research drafts. They would then discuss the drafts with Dwight D. Eisenhower while taking notes. The amended draft would then be reviewed by Dwight D. Eisenhower and prepared for the Doubleday editors, who would in turn suggest corrections and clarifications. Ewald and John S.D. Eisenhower would then work on resolving issues raised by Doubleday. For those desiring further information about the writing process, William B. Ewald’s oral history is recommended.

During his later years with IBM, Ewald published a number of books pertaining to the Eisenhower Administration. Drafts of \textit{Eisenhower the President, Who Killed Joe McCarthy?} and \textit{McCarthyism and Consensus} form a substantial part of the Ewald collection. Ewald felt that Eisenhower’s reputation as president had been battered by various biographers and political writers in ways that Eisenhower himself could not effectively rebut for a host of reasons. In 1967, he began work on a history of the Eisenhower presidency based on his unique experiences working in the White House and on Eisenhower’s memoirs; in the prologue of \textit{Eisenhower the President}, he also credits Eisenhower himself and numerous interviews with other administration stalwarts and personal friends of Eisenhower.
SERIES LIST

SERIES 1: SPEECH FILES, 1954-1956. This series consists primarily of files of notes, background, and drafts for speeches given by President Eisenhower. The bulk of the material dates from 1954. A typical file contains notes and drafts of the speech in development and as given. Some files also contain correspondence or background material. A few files consist of background material only, and others contain materials regarding presidential messages. The “Department of State” file contains materials related to Ewald’s year abroad on an Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship.

SERIES 2: MANUSCRIPTS AND FILES CREATED AS ASSISTANT TO DDE, 1961-65. This series primarily consists of drafts of the two volumes of The White House Years: Mandate for Change and Waging Peace. The files involving the latter book include research drafts for a number of chapters. Five contemporaneous articles by DDE which Ewald may have assisted in writing are also included, as are files related to the business aspects of Ewald’s position, miscellaneous source materials, correspondence and book reviews.

SERIES 3: WRITINGS ON THE EISENHOWER PRESIDENCY, ca. 1967- ca. 1985. This series consists primarily of drafts of three books written by Ewald on the Eisenhower presidency: Eisenhower the President, Who Killed Joe McCarthy? and McCarthyism and Consensus. Other material found in the series includes correspondence and galley proofs of The Memoirs of Earl Warren. The bulk of the material relates to Eisenhower the President.

The chronological order of the drafts of Eisenhower the President: Crucial Days, 1951-1960 was impossible to ascertain with certainty, due to the fragmentary nature of the undated drafts, and the many substantive revisions to the structure of the text. When possible, complete drafts were kept together. Individual drafts have been assigned letter designations by the arranger in an attempt to make them less confusing. The letter designations do not necessarily reflect the chronological order in which the drafts were created. When it was not possible to identify individual drafts, chapters have been grouped.

The book appears to have been originally organized around descriptions of Dwight D. Eisenhower’s relationships with various individuals (for instance, “Ike and Joe McCarthy”). This conclusion is borne out by Ewald’s prologue to the published work, in which he states that he first wrote a summary piece called, “Of Ike and Myths and History”. This was later altered to a year-by-year format, and finally into a format arranged chronologically by significant dates.
SERIES DESCRIPTION

SERIES 1: SPEECH FILES, 1954-56

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Nos.</th>
<th>Folder Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1        | [Materials regarding policy on Presidential acknowledgements, messages, etc.]  
|          | [Turn-downs]  
|          | [Draft letter from DDE to Associated Master Barbers and Beauticians of America, October 14, 1952]  
|          | [Suggested transmittal letter for 1953 UN report]  
|          | [Report to Congress on the Mutual Security Program, December 31, 1953]  
|          | [Report to Congress on the Mutual Security Program, June 30, 1954]  
|          | [Foreign Operations Administration, July, 1954]  
|          | [World Council of Churches speech, August 19, 1954] (1) - (2)  
|          | [Mutual Security Act, August 23, 1954]  
|          | [Farm Bill speech, August 1954]  
|          | [Debt Limit bill, August 25, 1954]  
|          | [American Legion Convention, August 31, 1954]  
|          | [Tanker legislation, August, 1954]  
|          | [Statement on Vocational Rehabilitation bill, August, 1954]  
|          | [Statement on Water Facilities Act, August, 1954]  
|          | [Smokejumper speech, September 22, 1954]  
|          | [Agriculture speech, October 15, 1954]  
|          | [Trinity College speech on education, October 20, 1954]  
|          | [Jewish Tercentenary speech, October 20, 1954]  
|          | [Economic speech, October 25, 1954]  
| 2        | [Citizens for Eisenhower speech, October 28, 1954]  
|          | [“Dept. of Defense”; Extract from a speech draft, October 1954]  
|          | [Hollywood Bowl speech, October, 1954]  
|          | [National Council of Catholic Women, November 8, 1954]  
|          | [Materials for ACTION (American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods) speech, November 15, 1954]  
|          | [Acceptance of Frank H. Lahey award, November 16, 1954]  
|          | [Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities, November 16, 1954]  
|          | [Notes for remarks to members of the White House Conference Committee on Education, December 2, 1954]  
|          | [Washington Conference of Mayors, December 2-3, 1954]  
|          | [Staff memoranda and miscellaneous material, 1954-55]  
|          | [White House press releases, 1954-55]  
|          | [State of the Union, January 6, 1955, and special messages on legislative program, 1955]  
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[Address by Wendell B. Barnes, Administrator of the Small Business Administration, February 16, 1955]
[Draft of the President’s message to the Inter-American Investment Conference, February 21, 1955]
[White House press releases, 1955]

3  [External Research Staff, resources and activities summary, June 14, 1956] [White House press releases, 1956] (1)-(2)
[Water Conservation Legislation]
Department of State (1)-(2) [American Cooperation with Higher Education Abroad; Foreign Service List, January 1959; The Biographic Register, 1959]

THE WHITE HOUSE YEARS: MANDATE FOR CHANGE DRAFTS

For ease of use, chapter titles from the published work have been used as folder titles. Both titles and chapter numbers underwent periodic revision, though each chapter’s focus and content remained basically the same.

4 Summaries of events
Outline
Day-by-day schedule, 1953-1956
Chapter I, Prelude to Politics (1)-(2)
Chapter II, Candidate (1)-(2)
Chapter III, Campaign—Trains and Planes (1)-(2)
Chapter IV, A Changed World, Formation of a Cabinet, a Mission to Korea (1)

5 Chapter IV, A Changed World, Formation of a Cabinet, a Mission to Korea (2)
Chapter V, New Duties, New Faces (1)-(3)
Chapter VI, Trouble in NATO, Suez, Iran, Indochina (1)-(2)
Chapter VII, Korea: The End of Bloodshed
Chapter VIII, The Platform: Promises to Keep (1)

6 Chapter VIII, The Platform: Promises to Keep (2)-(4)
Chapter IX, Some Early Decisions (1)-(2)
Chapter X, With Churchill and Laniel in Bermuda—Atoms for Peace (1)-(2)
Chapter XI, Life in the White House—Tricycles in the Corridor (1)

7 Chapter XI, Life in the White House—Tricycles in the Corridor (2)
Chapter XII, The Executive and the Congress (1)-(3)
Chapter XIII, Problems of Internal Security
Chapter XIV, Chaos in Indochina (1)-(5)

8 Chapter XV, Power—Electrical and Political (1)-(2)
Chapter XVI, Three Hurdles Cleared: Western Europe, Trieste, Guatemala
Chapter XVII, Off-Year Election, 1954 (1)-(2)
Chapter XVIII, A New Look at America’s Defenses
Chapter XIX, Formosa Doctrine (1)-(2)

9 Chapter XX, Laws for a Changing America (1)-(3)
Chapter XXI, Meeting at Geneva
Chapter XXII, Heart Attack
Chapter XXIII, Election-Year Politics

10 Chapter XXIV, Second Beginning
Appendices
[Footnotes]
Last round [corrections, correspondence, etc.]
Extra copies of corrections
Corrections transferred to galleys
Galley corrections

OS1 Galley proofs

ARTICLES BY DDE

10 The Ring of Nations
   “Now That I Am a Private Citizen” [Saturday Evening Post, May 13, 1961]
   “My Views on Berlin” [Saturday Evening Post, December 9, 1961]
   “Ike Takes a Look at the GOP” [February 28, 1962]
Fourth Post article—Summits, April 2, 1962

THE WHITE HOUSE YEARS: WAGING PEACE

TOPICAL FILES [Research drafts]. Existing file titles have been used in this subseries; arranged alphabetically by title.

11 1956 Campaign
   1956 Legislation
   1960 Political Campaign
   Accomplishments to 1/30/61
   Amigos
   Civil Rights, Little Rock
   Congressional Controversies, 1958
   House Divided
   Middle East Resolution
   Reflections [Afterthoughts chapter]
   Steel Strike
   Suez (1956)
   Twenty Busy Days

DRAFTS
Drafts are arranged by chapter and thereunder chronologically by date to the extent possible; undated drafts are placed at the beginning of each folder. The chapter titles from the published work have been used as folder titles.

11 Outline and day-by-day schedule
   Table of Contents
   Preface
   Chapter I, The Political Campaign, 1956
   Chapter II, Build-up to Suez (1)

12 Chapter II, Build-up to Suez (2)-(3)
Chapter III, Twenty Busy Days (1)-(3)
Chapter IV, A Sequence of Summits (1)-(2)

13 Chapter V, A Family of Controversies
Chapter VI, Civil Rights
Chapter VII, Renewed Tension in the Middle East (1)-(2)
Chapter VIII, Sputnik and a Sputtering Economy
Chapter IX, A Drastic Personal Test

14 Chapter X, Science and Defense
Chapter XI, Landing in Lebanon
Chapter XII, The Troubled Islands Again—Quemoy and Matsu, 1958
Chapter XIII, The Departure of Sherman Adams (1)-(2)
Chapter XIV, Berlin (1)-(2)
Chapter XV, John Foster Dulles

15 Chapter XVI, Principally Politics (1)-(2)
Chapter XVII, Collapse at Geneva
Chapter XVIII, Personal Diplomacy (1)-(2)
Chapter XIX, The Steel Strike and the Economic Record
Chapter XX, Disarmament (1)

16 Chapter XX, Disarmament (2)
Chapter XXI, Friends (1)-(2)
Chapter XXII, Amigos (1)-(2)
Chapter XXIII, The Summit That Never Was
Chapter XXIV, Turbulent Summer (1)-(2)

17 Chapter XXIV, Turbulent Summer (3)
Chapter XXV, Twilight (1)-(3)
Afterthoughts (1)-(2)

18 Afterthoughts (3)
Appendices

OS1 Galley proofs

MATERIALS RELATING TO WORK ON DDE MEMOIRS

18 Doubleday expenses, 1961-64
Doubleday correspondence (1)-(2)
Gettysburg files here, 1961-62
Library of Congress, 1961-64
Research correspondence with Eisenhower Library
[Correspondence, publications, and clippings] (1)-(2)
[Mandate for Change: reviews and miscellaneous material]
[Waging Peace: Bryce Harlow’s suggested revisions]
[Waging Peace: reviews]
[Drafts of “A Letter to Oscar Handlin”]
Palm Desert shirtsleeves

MISCELLANY. Titles provided by the Library; arranged alphabetically by title.

20  
*ABC’s of National Defense*, March 18, 1959  
*ABC’s of U.S. Missiles and Rockets*, April 8, 1959  
Citizens for Eisenhower 1956 campaign handbook  
Congressional Record excerpts (1)-(3)  
Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research, External Research Staff publications  
Magazines  
Marine Helicopter Squadron One, Report on Operation Cosmos

21  
Publications on American government  
Republican National Committee 1956 Campaign Speech Kit  
Russian alphabet chart  
Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities (withdrawn to Library Collection)  
Speeches, booklets, and clippings  
U.S. Information Agency (1)-(2)  
U.S. Information Agency, Press Releases and Reports to Congress (1)-(2)

EISENHOWER THE PRESIDENT [pub. 1981].

22 [Draft A] [contents and selected pages] (1)-(2)
[Draft A] [Chapter X, “Ike and Earl Warren: The Deal, the Crush, The Estrangement”]
[Draft A] [pp. 1-120, beginning with Chapter XIII, “Ike and Ho Chi Minh”]
[Draft A] [pp. 1-56, beginning with Chapter XXI, “The Man Alone”]
[Draft A] [pp. 1-155, beginning with Chapter XXII, “Ike and the Brass”]
[Draft A] [pp. 156-238, beginning with Chapter XXV, Ike, Nehru, and Styles Bridges]
[Draft A] [pp. 285-413, beginning with Chapter XVI, “Ike and Bryce Harlow”]
[Draft A] [pp. 414-519, beginning with Chapter XX, “Ike and Bob Anderson”]

23 [Draft A] [pp. 562-681, beginning with Chapter XXVI, “Ike, Sherman Adams, and the Lost Liberals”]
[Draft A] [pp. 562-626A, beginning with Chapter XXVI, “Ike, Sherman Adams, and the Lost Liberals”]
[Draft A] [pp. 631-691, beginning with Chapter XXVII, “Ike and Nikita Khrushchev”]
[Draft A] [pp. 692-753, beginning with Chapter XXVIII, “Ike and George Humphrey”]
[Draft A] [pp. 754-776, beginning with Chapter XXIX, “Ike and LBJ”]
[Draft A] [pp. 777-907, beginning with Chapter XXX, “Ike and JFK”]
[Draft A] [Fragments of chapters, including “Ike and FDR”]
[Draft A] [pp. 1-31, selected pages, “Ike and Joe McCarthy: The Battles Behind the Battle”]
[Draft A1] [“Ike and Joe McCarthy: The Battles Behind the Battle”]
[Draft A] [pp. 266-284, beginning with Chapter XV, “Ike and Chyn”]
[Draft B] [1951] (1)-(2)

24 [Draft B1] [1951] (1)-(2)
[Draft B2] [1951] (1)-(2)
[Draft B] [1952]
[Draft B1] [1952] (1)-(2)
[Draft B] [1953] (1)

25 [Draft B] [1953] (2)
[Draft B1] [1953]
[Draft B2] [1953] (1)-(2)
[Draft B] [1954]
[Draft B] [1954, 2nd draft] (1)-(2)

26 [Draft B] [1954, 2nd draft] (3)
[Draft B] [1954, pages to retype]
[Draft B] [1954, revised manuscript, pp. 252-293]
[Draft B] [1954, pp. 1 – 205] (1)
[Draft B] [1954, pp. 1- 205] (2)
[Draft B] [1955] (1)-(2)
[Draft B] [1955, pp. 1 – 129]

27  [Draft B] [1955 revised text]
[Draft B] [1956] (1)-(2)
[Draft B] [1956, pp. 1 – 209] (1)- (2)
[Draft B1] [1956]
[Draft B] [1957]

28  [Draft B1] [1957]
[Draft B] [1957, pp. 174– 260]
[Draft B] [1957, pp. 1 – 300] (1)- (2)
[Draft B] [1958]
[Draft B] [1958 backup] (1)- (2)

29  [Draft B1] [1958]
[Draft B2] [1958] (1)-(2)
[Draft C] [Heavily annotated and expanded in pencil; front matter, pp. 1-157] (1)
[Draft C] [Lightly annotated in pencil; front matter, pp. 157-260] (1)
[Draft C] [pp. 261-298]
[Draft C] [pp. 299-383]

30  [Draft D] [Annotated in pencil; front matter, pp. 1-620QQ] (1) - (9)

31  [Draft E] [Annotated; front matter, pp. 1- 620QQ] (1) - (5)
[Draft F] [Annotated; front matter, pp. 1- 620QQ] (1)

32  [Draft F] [Annotated; front matter, pp. 1- 620QQ] (2) - (5)
[Draft G] [Annotated in pencil and marker; front matter, pp. 1-283, 619-632] (1) - (4)

33  [Draft H] [Annotated in pencil; front matter, pp. 1– 634, acknowledgments] (1) - (5)

34  [Draft I] [Annotated in pencil; front matter, pp. 1-809] (1)-(6)

35  [Draft I] [Annotated in pencil; front matter, pp. 1-809] (7)-(9)
[Draft K] [pp. 42-634] (1)- (4)

36  [Draft L] [Handwritten and typed; front matter, pp. 1-301] (1)-(3)
[Drafts of selected pages] (1)- (6)
[Incomplete draft “M’s revis. (B’s copy)”] (1)

37  [Incomplete draft “M’s revis. (B’s copy)”] (2)
[Fragmentary drafts] [pp. 348-352]
[Fragmentary drafts] [XI, February 9, 1956: Architect of Succession]
[Fragmentary drafts] [XII, April 29, 1957: Wounded Giant]
[Fragmentary drafts] [XIII, March 20, 1958: Objectivist]
[Fragmentary drafts] [XIV, Commander-in-Chief]
[Fragmentary drafts] [XV, August 26, 1960: At Arm’s Length]
[Fragmentary drafts] [XVI, July 12, 1956: A Certain Trumpet]
[Fragmentary drafts] [Acknowledgments; jacket copy; What Can the Reaganites Learn from Ike?]
[Notes regarding selected pages]

38 [Revisions to selected pages of proofs]
[Preface]
[Front matter] [Handwritten]
[Draft N] [“O Coll draft”; miscellaneous pages evidently annotated by the editor] (1)-(3)

39 [Draft J] [Edited in ink and red pencil; front matter, pp. 1-638] (1)-(6)

40 [Draft M] [Original manuscript returned to Ewald by Prentice-Hall; edited in ink and red pencil; front matter, pp. 1-634] (1)-(5)
[Index] [Index copy sent by Prentice-Hall for review by Ewald]

WHO KILLED JOE MCCARTHY? [pub. 1984]

41 [Draft A] [Front matter, pp. 1-1138 (selected pages)] (1) – (7)

42 [Draft B] [Original manuscript, front matter to p. 1150] (1)-(6)

43 [Draft B] [Original manuscript, front matter to p. 1150] (7)-(11)

44 [Draft of preface] (1)-(2)
[Draft of chapters 1, 2, 3, and 4] (1)-(3)
[Draft of chapter 2 (selected pages)]
[Draft of chapter 3]
[Draft of Chapter 4] (1)-(2)
[Draft of Chapter 5] (1)-(2)

45 [Draft of chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 (selected pages)]
[Draft of Chapter 6] (1)-(3)
[Draft of chapter 6 (selected pages 602-885)]
Backup Chapter 6 [Draft of selected pages]
[Fragmentary drafts of chapter 6]
[Draft of chapter 7 (selected pages)]
46  [Draft of Chapter 7] (1)-(2)  
    [Epilogue]  
    [Index]  
    [Sources and acknowledgments]  
    [Jacket biography]  
    [Un-numbered page]  
    [Draft, pp. 777-1134] (1)-(3)  

47  G Copy [front matter, 1-175; “G” probably refers to editor Herman Gollob] (1)-(2)  
    Backup [selected pages, arranged back to front]  
    [Fragmentary drafts] [Selected pages, sometimes arranged back to front, or non-sequentially] (1)-(6)  

48  [Fragmentary drafts] [Selected pages, sometimes arranged back to front, or non-sequentially] (7) – (11)  

49  [Fragmentary drafts] [Selected pages, sometimes arranged back to front, or non-sequentially] (12) – (16)  

OS2  Galley proofs  

    MCCARTHYISM AND CONSENSUS [pub. 1986]  

50  [Drafts and correspondence] [Drafts contain annotations] (1) - (3)  
    [Draft A]  
    [Draft B]  
    [Page proofs]  
    [Copies of corrected page proofs]  
    [University Press material] [General information on submitting manuscripts]  

MISCELLANY.  

50  [“Presidential Activism Eisenhower Style” by Fred Greenstein]  
    [Miscellaneous articles]  

OS2  Galley proofs for The Memoirs of Earl Warren  

Withdrawn to Library Collection:  

SELECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES SENATE, 94TH CONGRESS, 1ST AND 2ND SESSIONS  

Hearings (1st Session)  
Volume 1, Unauthorized Storage of Toxic Agents, September 16, 17, and 18, 1975
Volume 4, Mail Opening, October 21, 22, and 24, 1975
Volume 5, The National Security Agency and Fourth Amendment Rights, October 29 and November 6, 1975
Volume 6, Federal Bureau of Investigations, November 18, 19, December 2, 3, 9, 10, and 11, 1975
Volume 7, Covert Action, December 4 and 5, 1975


*Final Report, April 26 (legislative day, April 14), 1976. (2nd Session, Report 94-755)*

Book 1, Foreign and Military Intelligence
Book 2, Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Americans
Book 3, Supplementary Detailed Staff Reports on Intelligence Activities and the Rights of Americans [three (3) copies]
Book 4, Supplementary Detailed Staff Reports on Foreign and Military Intelligence [two (2) copies]
Book 5, The Investigation of the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy: Performance of the Intelligence Agencies [two (2) copies]
Book 6, Supplementary Reports on Intelligence Activities [three (3) copies]

END OF CONTENTS